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Examples of discrimination of men despite 
State Constitution: 

Obligation of service in Armed Forces (men 
only)

Absence of programs of men’s health
(maternity is protected, paternity is not)

Absence of protection from “forced 
fatherhood” (paternity in marriage “by default” even 
in case of infidelity, no DNA testing on a man’s demand)

Absolutely one-sided laws of reproduction 
(only woman may decide, husband’s opinion is not 
important)

Later retirement for men and so on…



This is how modern equality looks like



Family institution is in crisis!
At least (countryside and Caucasus 
included) 60% of marriages end up in 
breakup 
After divorce, 95% children are left with 
mothers
Men have no rights for their wives’ fidelity 
The law of so-called “apartment alimony”
has been signed!
Divorce has turned from a tragedy to a 
kind of business









Maybe, the key 
cause is 
drinking?



… Or not?



Sexism and disrespect? Maybe this 
is the reason?



There is no wonder, why it happens so often





Maybe, our men 
feel themselves 
oppressed and 
undervalued?



So, the Conclusion is:

Discrimination of men alongside with victories of 
feminism has unleashed the problem of mistrust 
between sexes and the situation is worsening
Judicial helplessness of men is the key reason of 
family crisis
“Maternal capital” doesn’t work and wouldn’t help 
to solve the problem of demography
Men are human beings, not the expendable 
materials
All-society wellbeing may only be achieved with 
men, not with the price of their rights and needs



Thank you for attention
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